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TRY OUR NEW
“Hassle Free” Flat Rate

Exchange Program
INCLUDES 1 YEAR WARRANTY

BillBacks
Weighing You Down?

800.211.8787 Toll-free

239.435.3991 Main Office Fax

w w w. m a r c h a v i a t i o n . c o m

“ONE BILL– ONE PRICE”

Take a look at some of our most frequently exchanged parts. They are now available on our new Flat Rate Exchange Program!

Excludes: Non-Repairable cores & previously dis-assembled cores.
For more details see terms of sale available at www.MarchAviation.com

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION EXCHANGE STANDARD EXCH FLAT RATE

32-2867-003 Defog Valve $12,981.00 $2,300.00 $4,600.00
6600202-3 Mod Valve $22,415.00 $2,950.00 $5,500.00
6600214-4 Oxygen Mask $4,394.00 $1,750.00 $2,150.00
6600301-3 Hyd. Pump $7,026.00 $1,850.00 $4,000.00
6608201-9 Generator $7,486.00 $1,800.00 $4,000.00

EVS812C Blower $2,898.00 $1,200.00 $2,600.00
PVB022-2 Hyd. Pump $5,760.00 $2,000.00 $4,800.00
111-1555-324-12A Fire Extinguisher $5,400.00 $1,750.00 $2,250.00
2060A01 Fuel Boost Pump $3,982.00 $1,600.00 $2,500.00
501-1105-04 Gyroscope $3,978.00 $1,650.00 $2,000.00
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Flat Rate Exchange Program
Frequently Asked Questions

  
What is the difference between a Flat Rate Exchange and a Standard Exchange? 
The flat rate exchange removes the possibility of above normal repair charges by including non-standard replacement parts.
This means items like motors, pistons, shafts, armatures, end-bells, etc. are now included in the price of a flat rate exchange. 
  
How does this benefit me? 
This new program will allows operators / maintenance facilities to eliminate the guess work on what an exchange will
actually cost (standard exchange plus non-standard parts).  
  
Does the warranty differ from a Flat Rate Exchange and a Standard Exchange? 
Yes, a flat rate exchange order, no matter the condition, will carry a twelve (12) months warranty from the date of sale. While
a standard exchange will carry our standard warranty of, twelve (12) months for new or overhauled units and six (6) months
for serviceable units. See terms of sale for more details. 
  
Does my core have to be the same part number? 
Yes. The flat rate exchange requires an exact same part number core. In some cases, with written approval, March Aviation
may accept a similar part number or offer a downgrade charge. 
  
What if my core is Beyond Economical Repair (B.E.R)? 
In the event that a core is determined to be B.E.R. then an additional charge for the core value will be charged. You can, as
always, contact us to find out more details on how to submit another core for evaluation.  
  
My core is already at a repair station (disassembled). Can I use this as an acceptable core? 
The flat rate exchange program does not normally cover units that were previously disassembled; however in some cases we 
may be able to make exemptions. 
  
What if my core is missing parts or contains unauthorized parts? 
Units missing parts or containing unauthorized parts may be rejected as an unacceptable core. We will attempt to have the
unit reassembled to the O.E.M. specifications, however these parts that were missing or unauthorized will not be covered 
under the flat rate program. 
  
Why is the core value different from a Standard and Flat Rate Exchange? 
The core value is determined from the difference between the outright price and the exchange price. The outright price never 
changes and is the maximum charge for a specific part on any order. 
  Example:                  Standard Exchange                           Flat Rate Exchange  

                             Outright Price   $5000.00                 Outright  Price   $5000.00  
                           Exchange Price   $1500.00               Exchange  Price   $2000.00  
                                  Core Value   $3500.00                      Core Value   $3000.00  


